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The Native Spirit Oracle Cards profoundly deepen your connection to the mysterious, natural forces

around you. Created by Denise Linn, an enrolled member of the Cherokee tribe and the best-selling

author of the books Quest and Kindling the Native Spirit, this 44-card deck with companion

guidebook holds the keys to unlocking a wondrous realm where youÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ll discover what

destiny has in store for you. These oracle cards were birthed at the base of a sacred mountain, and

they carry the mystical energy that surrounded their birthing. Each card opens a gateway so that

you can powerfully and immediately discern your own unique, secret messages from the Universe.
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Denise Linn is the best-selling author of 18 books, including Sacred Space and Soul

CoachingÃ‚Â®, and an enrolled member of the Cherokee tribe. She is an international lecturer, a

healer, and a popular radio talk-show host, as well as the founder of the International Institute of

Soul CoachingÃ‚Â®, a professional certification course. Denise holds seminars on six continents

and appears on television and radio programs throughout the world. Website: www.DeniseLinn.com

Over two years ago my son was brutally murdered and ebrry day I still grieve his passing. At the

end of each day I wrap his scarf around my neck and read at least one oracle card. The verses and

explanations put things back into perspective for me and help me see the big picture rather than just

a tiny portion of what our future holds.

I love,love it love it and I love you Denise Linn for creating this card deck.This card deck has got to



be my favorite card deck of hers and thinking about doing a card reading for people combining this

card deck with my Medicine Women Tarot card deck one of these days because both card decks

are great.The cards in this card deck having mostly scenic pictures which have in it various forms of

mountains,forests, waterfalls deserts and more.There are also various native american symbols and

animals such as a peace pipe,medicine bag,thunder drum,an owel,a bear,a fox and more all

displayed very beautifully in the cards.Also I am very inspired about the many ways they show the

sky in each card as well you see morning,afternoon and evening skies and various season are also

seen in this card deck as well and some people.Various forms of the earth and animals are seen in

this card deck.I think this would be a perfect deck for my friend Tom who likes to hike.The wording

on the cards including Spirtkeeper Of The North,Spirit Keeper Of The West,Eagle,Offerings,Elder

Medicine Woman/Men and more.This card deck is the best Native American card deck that I have

seen by far and very happy I decided to get it.Update May 17Contiueing to love,love love,this card

deck and finding that friends of mine responsed very powerful to this card deck.I have decided to

get this card deck for my friend Tom. for Christmas.He likes the book The Quest and as a hiker

really loves the scenary in the cards.I am also going to give him Denise's book on Symbols.My

friend David who I show various card decks to loved it.He likes most of the cards he saw and

wanting to see the rest of the deck the day after I showed him most of the card deck.This is the first

and only time he liked a card deck that I showed him and couldn't wait to see the rest of it.He also

mentioned a grandmother of his had a Native American school.And part of an Indian Tribe don't

remember which one though.This card deck is very powerful and special card deck and people take

notice.

bought these after reading people's wonderful reviews. not disappointed! i LOVE the author's

messages in the guidebook. simple and beautiful. thank you!

I love this deck so much! It is so perfect. The cards are 100% incredible quality and the pictures are

to die for.

This is a very nice deck with good explanations, It's wonderful to see the native influence and

perspective. Very natural, helpful and easy to work with.

I have bought close to 30 different tarot and oracle card sets over the past 10 years. I love reading

for friends and family and I absolutely adore these cards. In my opinion, quite a few oracle cards are



developed by the author for the author - but with these, they are definitely made with sincere

thought and love - and are a gift for others and the world. Highly recommend these cards!

Absolutely love these beautiful cards! The artwork is so beautiful. They are all so inspiring. I draw a

card every morning and take in the message. They are all such positive inspirational messages!

Just as marketed! They are sitting on my bookshelf. I checked them out when they first came. They

are very nice cards. I just haven't had time to really connect with the cards yet. What can I say... it's

Christmas!
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